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â€œJAVA in 8 Hoursâ€• is a useful book for beginners. You can learn complete primary knowledge

of Java fast and easily. The straightforward definitions, the plain and simple examples, the elaborate

explanations and the neat and beautiful layout feature this helpful and educative book. You will be

impressed by the new distinctive composing style. Reading this book is a great enjoyment! You can

master all essential Java quickly. Table of ContentsHour 1 Start JAVAHour 2 StatementsHour 3

Array & MathHour 4 String ProcessingHour 5 Method, Class & ObjectHour 6 Inheritance &

ModifiersHour 7 Abstract & InterfaceHour 8 Exception & I/OAppendix Java Tests & Answers Tests

AnswersJava Source Code for Download
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This is the book you want if you want to master Java in one day. It's broken down into 8 hours. You

start off with variables and quickly move to logic, if-then-else, arrays, strings, OOP, inheritance,

interfaces, exception handling, and I/O. It also ends with a very handy 100 question test at the end.

If you're already familiar with similar languages like C++ or C#, or even PHP to a certain extent, then



picking up Java is very easy once you know the odds and ends. This book was a quick and easy

refresher, but also works great if you haven't used Java yet.Unlike many "print" programming books

available in bookstores, this one isn't bloated with a copy and paste of the Java manual PLUS it's

not one of those "cookbooks" where you have to follow along with useless projects. This one is the

best of both worlds.

Good starter course for learning Java, conveniently broken down into 8 one-hour chunks. I would

say this is more for the more-experienced programmer, with experience in a different programming

language. Great quick-reference as well, for reviewing while you're working.Really useful appendix

at the end as well, with quiz questions for each chapter, along with explanations on why the

answers are sorrect.Highly recommended!

Hatts off to the Author!When you have to learn any language you have to learn it from an Expert.I

think if you are a beginner with Java you must consult this book this will be prove a great help to

you.Only reading a book may not help but it is also important to understand it.And for understanding

language style is must.Very organised book step wise and hour wise.Very minute details are given

in the book with examples.I think any layman can learn from it.And it not only teaches Java but also

having Tests which you can take and see how much you learned from it.Without spending much

and time in classes you can learn it from here only.This learning will definitely help you in future also

for taking job.

Iâ€™ve been wanting to tackle JAVA for awhile. Iâ€™ve read several books, but found â€œJAVA:

JAVA in 8 Hours, JAVA for Beginners, Learn Java fast! A smart way to learn Java. Plain & Simple.

JAVA programming, JAVA in easy steps, Start coding today: A Beginner's Guide, Fast & Easy!â€•by

Ray Yao, to be packed full of info. Itâ€™s well presented and has been very useful. Recommended.

Five stars.

Java in 8 hours is exactly what this book offers and shows hour by hour. It is a complete guide to

learning Java and is done in an outstanding way. Every aspect is explained and each step is clearly

written Learning the coding is made easy. It covers so much helpful information and I was

impressed by it. Each hour is a new step and the formats and charts are a great addition, as well as

the questions and answers at the end. Ray put a lot of effort and time into the making of this book,

and it is the first book on Java that actually made sense to me. For anyone interested in Java, this is



the book you need. It is the only book you need.

I do internet marketing for small businesses and one of the services that I offer, occasionally, are

tweaks and modifications to client's websites. Usually this isn't an issue for me and, if it is, I

outsource but I keep running across Java and wanted to learn the basics so that I could do this

myself. I found Ray Yao's "Java in 8 Hours" to be perfect for this purpose as it presented the Java

basics for me in an easy to follow format. Yao's examples were exactly the sort of thing that I need

to learn material like this and I loved the Test and Answers provided in the appendix. Great guide to

Java. Recommended.

Personally i knew nothing about Java at all and decided i would set out to educate myself, that is

how i came about this book and i don't regret it at all. Java in 8 Hours is exactly that, i have a much

better understanding of the coding that goes on within the JavaScript.For anyone who would like to

learn what Java is about then this ebook is a definite must, Ray Yao's delivery method is excellent

and very easy to understand. I am sure that i will be reading this book many times as i will always

find something new and i will be sharing this with my friends for sure.

I am not a newbie to either programming or Java here. In fact, I am really good in core Java. So,

trust me when I say that this book is perfect for beginners.It has everything for a fresher to start

coding in a short span of time. Starting from basic string operations to Java I/O streams, this book

explains each concept in detail, along with various samples.I just wish this book is bigger. I would

readily read more, if the author gives more details on serialisation, collections, lambda expression,

etc.Definitely recommended!
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